
                                     
  

 

 
 

 
PRESS RELEASE 

 
CYBEROO LANDS IN CALIFORNIA, 

AGREEMENT SIGNED WITH FREEDCAMP 
 

The Italian company specialized in cyber security 
called into the most high-tech district in the world to provide its 

services 
 
Reggio Emilia, 29 January 2020 - Cyberoo S.p.A., an innovative SME listed on the AIM market 
of Borsa Italiana, specialized in cyber security for businesses, signs an agreement with 
Freedcamp, owner company of the homonymous and innovative project management 
software, founded in 2010 by Angel Grablev, which today boasts customers like Google, 
Apple, Airbnb and PayPal. 
 
The agreement, lasting 5 years, sees Cyberoo offering Offensive Security & Ethical Hacking 
services, namely specialized cyber security activities aimed at carefully checking and 
monitoring the company's IT security levels. 
 
The operation represents a first strategic step for the Emilian company aimed at the growth 
of the business also overseas, in this case at Santa Barbara in California, the most important 
global IT market that has seen the birth and concentration of most of the internet giants. 
 
"The agreement with Freedcamp is an important opportunity for development and growth 

for us - says Fabio Leonardi, CEO of Cyberoo -, in line with our business strategy based on 

strategic partnerships, announced to analysts and investors during the Roadshow, and 

testimony of the innovation of our solutions ". 

 
The agreement also provides for Cyberoo to use the Freedcamp platform as a technological 
planner for optimization of internal processes, also in view of obtaining important 
certifications for the cyber security solutions proposed. 
 

*** 

Cyberoo 

Cyberoo, company listed on the AIM market of Borsa Italiana, is an Emilian Innovative SME specialized in cyber 

security for businesses, intended not only as protection of IT systems from external attacks but mainly as the 

creation of a real strategy capable of protecting, monitoring and managing the information of the IT 

ecosystem. 

Cyberoo addresses the medium-sized market with a broad and deep portfolio of enterprise solutions, 

developed through the usage of the most advanced technologies and with a value chain that allows to offer to 

the market prices in line with spending capacities. 
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INFO: 
 

CYBEROO  

Chief Marketing Officer & Investor Relations Manager  

Veronica Leonardi | mailto:veronica.leonardi@cyberoo.com +39 340 3160749 

 

CYBEROO PRESS OFFICE 

ReputationValue, communication & public affairs 

Federico Ziller | mailto:ziller@reputationvalue.it +39 335 7555508 

Fabio Pandolfini | mailto:pandolfini@reputationvalue.it +39 339 7214602 

 

NOMAD  

EnVent Capital Markets  

42 Berkeley Square - London W1J 5AW  

Italian Branch, via Barberini 95 - 00187 Roma  

Giancarlo D’Alessio| mailto:gdalessio@enventcapitalmarkets.uk 
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